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Welcome
Dear Friends,
The George Washington University strives to be a
model of urban sustainability in the nation’s capital.
From rooftop solar thermal panels to a pocket park that
captures and reuses rain water, to renovating historically
protected buildings to achieve LEED Gold certification,
GW is showing how sustainability is achievable in a
complex urban environment and on a campus with historic
buildings. Our renovations of Lafayette Hall and the
Charles E. Smith Center became the most recent projects
on our campuses to win LEED Gold certification.
At GW, in fact, we practice what we teach. Across the
university, our faculty and students are working at the
frontiers  — and the intersection —  of technology and
policy as they apply to energy and water resources,
food systems, and climate change mitigation. The future
leaders we are educating have access to a unique hybrid
of experiential and formal education on sustainability.
Every student is now eligible to minor in sustainability.

Outside of the classroom, students plant trees in
the Anacostia Watershed, work with the District on
sustainability policies, and share their innovations
through GW’s signature media project, Planet Forward.
As you will see in the following pages, we at the
George Washington University are working to create
a more sustainable future for our campus, our students,
the District of Columbia, and the world.
I invite you to join us!

Sincerely,

Steven Knapp
President, The George Washington University

Dear Readers,
I am thrilled to share with you this profile of GW’s sustainability efforts.

Close-up of the Green Roof on the Elliott School and residence hall at 1957—59 E Street, NW.
Front cover: Solar thermal system on the Elliott School and residence hall at 1957—59 E Street, NW.

Since the Office of Sustainability opened in 2009, we have set a
strategy for GW to integrate sustainability into academics, research,
outreach and practice. We have worked with stakeholders to set goals
and targets that address the university’s impact and dependence
on climate change, water availability, and ecosystem services. As a
result, we have a high level strategy to make GW a model for urban
sustainability in our nation’s capital.
GW’s sustainability strategy is based on measurement and disclosure
of the university’s footprint. Our strategic plans describe how GW seeks
to reduce the university’s footprint, innovate to find new solutions, and
partner to address system-wide issues.
Through the Climate Action Plan, GW committed to reducing its carbon
footprint in order to reach carbon neutrality by 2040. This includes
using the campuses as a test bed for new technologies and partnering
with industry, government, and non-governmental organizations to
improve the broader energy provision system in our region.

Similarly, in the GWater Plan, the university commits to reducing use
of potable water and bottled water, and to integrating innovative
design to increase permeable green space, and improve the quality
of rain and drain water that leaves the campuses.
Finally, through the Ecosystems Plan, GW lays out a vision to enhance
the quality of the urban ecosystem in which the university resides
by increasing natural space, creating urban gardens on campus, and
monitoring global sustainability issues as we purchase products and
invest our capital.
Staff across the university are working hand in hand with students and
faculty to reduce, innovate, and partner to make these goals a reality on
campus, in the classroom, and in the community. We hope that you will
join us on this journey.
Sincerely,

Meghan Chapple-Brown
This brochure was printed on Neenah Environment PC 100
which contains 100% post consumer fiber.

Director, Office of Sustainability
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At GW
,
we are committed to

engaging
students
across multiple platforms:

in residence

halls,

in extracurricular activities

in the
classroom.
and

GW offers a new undergraduate minor in sustainability, open to any student across
the university. The minor allows students to explore the challenges of sustainability
and to think about how to develop solutions to pressing issues at the local,
regional and global scale. The minor complements existing programs such as:
School of Business

Elliott School of
International Affairs

Certificate Program in
Responsible Management

“As an environmental resource policy masters
student, I have come to appreciate the benefits of an
interdisciplinary environmental program. My classes
in environmental studies, economics and policy have
helped me to understand the complexity of solving
environmental challenges. I have also had the opportunity
to apply these skills to real-world situations by conducting
cutting-edge research on urban water issues with GW.”
-Cassandra Reyes-Jones
MA ‘12, Environmental resource policy
columbian college of arts and sciences

MBA (Elective area in Strategic
Management and Public Policy with
courses in Environmental Management
and Policy)
Masters in Tourism Administration
(Sustainable Tourism Destination
Management Focus)

Environmental Engineering

PhD in Business Administration
with a specialty in:

Sustainability

Strategic Management and Public
Policy (with courses in Environmental
Management and Policy)
Tourism and Hospitality Management
(with courses in Sustainable Tourism
Destination Management)

Graduate Certificate in Climate
Change Management and Policy

Graduate Certificate in
Geoenvironmental Engineering
MS/PhD in Civil and Environmental
Engineering with a concentration in:
Environmental Engineering
Geotechnical Engineering

MPS in Sustainable Urban Planning

Transportation Safety Engineering

Structural Engineering
Water Resources Engineering

Columbian College of Arts
and Sciences
BA in Environmental Studies

MS/PhD in Engineering Management
(Environmental and Energy
Management concentration)

Hundreds of GW students have signed the Green Graduation Pledge, committing to integrate sustainability into their post-college lives.

BS/BA in Geological Sciences

School of Public Health and
Health Services

BA in Geography

MPH (Environmental Health Science and
Policy Focus)

BFA in Interior Design
MS in Chemistry

MPH (Global Environmental Health Focus)

MA in Economics
MA in Environmental Resource Policy
MA in Geography
MA in Hominid Paleobiology
MFA in Interior Design
PhD in Biology (Systematics
and Evolution Focus)
PhD in Chemistry
PhD in Economics

GW student groups work on issues ranging from
environmental advocacy, to sustainable food and
corporate citizenship.

Graduate Certificate
in Environmental Engineering

Graduate Certificate in
Urban Sustainability

Spotlight on Student Opportunities
When it comes to sustainability, GW students are notably active both in and out
of the classroom. GW is home to over 100 courses on topics of sustainability
that students take across multiple academic programs at the undergraduate
and graduate level. A significant part of the GW student experience is to bring
their classroom learning to the field. Students participate in off-campus activities,
internships and service projects. Their innovations are featured on campus
in projects such as urban gardens and a revolving energy fund.

Transportation Engineering
Graduate Certificate in Energy
Engineering and Management

Engineering Mechanics

Graduate Certificate in
Sustainable Landscapes

BS in Chemistry

Launched in 2006, the GW Eco-Challenge is an
inter-residence hall conservation competition where
students compete to reduce electricity and water
consumption. Sustainability starts in the residence halls
with programs like Eco-Challenge and continues through
Eco-Reps who conduct peer-to-peer education around
recycling, Green Move–Out and green-living on campus.

School of Engineering and
Applied Science
BS in Civil and Environmental
Engineering with a concentration in:

College of Professional Studies

Planet Forward engages students in an academic setting
to help tell the innovative stories of climate change and
sustainability. Through hands-on video and producing
experiences, students gather compelling stories and
create web videos to communicate the message of
their protagonists.

MA in International Development Studies
(Sustainable Development Focus)

PhD in Geography

DrPH in Environmental and
Occupational Health

School of Law
Juris Doctor (Environmental Law Focus)
LLM in Energy and Environmental Law
LLM in Environmental Law
LLM in Government Procurement and
Environmental Law
LLM in International Environmental Law

PhD in Hominid Paleobiology
For a complete profile of GW’s sustainability academics, please visit
www.sustainability.gwu.edu/academicprograms.
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Climate
On Campus
The solar thermal installations are just one example of GW’s commitment
to climate. Stemming from President Knapp’s signing of the American
College and University President’s Climate Commitment, GW’s Climate
Action Plan calls for carbon neutrality by 2040 and a reduction in energy
use by 40 percent by 2025.

The

Sun is Smiling
on GW’s roofs

GW is making strides to improve performance of its old and new
buildings through renovations of building systems. These efforts have
resulted in energy and water efficiency projects that significantly reduce
the university's climate and water impacts.
The buildings on campus are getting greener every day. Four LEED Gold
buildings, including three residence halls opened between 2009–12
and more projects are in the pipeline. Each new project continues to
meet and exceed sustainability standards.
GW hosts several bike sharing stations on its campus, and offers
discounted shower memberships to low-carbon commuting employees
(those who walk or bike) all in an effort to help lower our transportation
carbon footprint.

President Knapp helps to install one of GW’s three solar thermal systems.

Did you

40

Climate change can lead
to rising sea levels. More
than half of the world’s
population, including DC
residents, now live within
40 miles of shorelines.

20

Personal cars and trucks in
the United States comprise
20 percent of the United
States’ carbon emissions.

50

Air conditioning and
heating account for almost
50 percent of the electricity
used in the average
American home.

In the Classroom

target:

GW commits to carbon neutrality by 2040.
Close-up of the solar thermal system on the Elliott School and residence hall at 1957–59 E Street, NW.

Students learn the skills to address the global challenge of climate
change. In classes, such as Financing Climate Change Policy in the
Elliott School of International Affairs, Urban Sustainability in the
Columbian College of Arts and Sciences or Environmental Law in the
Law School, GW students are exposed to the science, social science,
legal, public health and humanities approaches to grappling with
a changing climate.

In the Lab

GW students are using hot water in residence halls heated by the power of
sunlight. Innovation is key to reducing GW’s climate footprint, and in 2011,
GW installed what was then the sixth largest solar thermal installation in the
country on three residence halls. These systems help to offset GW’s natural gas
footprint, and heat residential hot water through cleaner, renewable sources.
The GW community and classes have used the systems as case studies to
better understand the realities of urban renewable energy.

From researching changes in permafrost in the Arctic Circle to studying
the complexities of solar technology policy to evaluating how public
buildings approach the LEED process, GW professors are studying
all angles of the climate change spectrum.
In the Columbian College of Arts and Sciences, Professor
Houston Miller’s Real Climate GW class is measuring the CO2
concentrations across campus and helping to compare them to
global levels. Under his guidance, students are building sensors and
placing them in strategic parts of campus to help better understand
how CO2 levels vary in an urban environment.

know?

Source: http://go.gwu.edu/sustainabilityfacts

In the World
Planet Forward, GW’s innovative citizen journalist project dedicated to
finding the best solutions to climate challenges around the globe, gives
GW students the opportunity to tell their stories to the world.
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Water
On Campus
Building off the success of the Pocket Park, GW released its
groundbreaking GWater Plan in spring 2011. This plan sets targets
for potable water reduction, reducing bottled water usage, increasing
permeable space and enhancing stormwater quality. The Pocket Park
joins our other green infrastructure on campus, such as, the green roof
on 1957–59 E Street, NW, and future green roofs on all new buildings.
Through infrastructure upgrades, GW has saved 40 million gallons of
water in the past four years and will continue to conserve more through
engagement activities such as the residence hall Eco-Challenge.

This

In the Classroom
Students learn how to be critical thinkers and problem solvers on
water issues. In classes, such as Water Policy in the Columbian College
of Arts and Sciences, Water, Sanitation and Hygiene in Disaster Relief
Management and Development in the School of Public Health
and Health Services or Water Quality Management in the School
of Engineering and Applied Science, GW students are exposed
to the complex issues surrounding water usage, water quality
and water systems.

used to be
aparking lot

Did you

The Square 80 Pocket Park runs from G to F streets between 21 and 22 streets, NW.
nd

Situated between residence halls and academic buildings, this ¾ acre space in the
heart of campus had so much potential. Through innovative design and collaboration,
project managers in the Division of Operations at GW helped to transform the space
into a sustainable site. GW’s first park that reclaims water, provides a relaxing respite
from the busy city streets and features truly innovative technologies and design.
All of the water that falls on the site, stays on the site. Through a network of runnels,
cisterns, sunken tree beds and rain barrels, GW is helping to capture and reuse
stormwater while reducing its campus impact on the fragile Potomac Watershed.
The Pocket Park is participating in the Sustainable Sites Initiative, a national
framework for sustainable land design, construction and maintenance practices.

Faculty are investigating technologies and policies that enable more
sustainable water use around the globe. For example, Professor Royce
Francis in the School of Engineering and Applied Science, is working on
identifying ways for municipalities to prioritize their water infrastructure
investments. Through a grant from DC Water, he and his team are
using GW as a test bed for understanding what drives infrastructure
prioritization. His work also touches on how to engage the public
more in ‘taking back’ their infrastructure to help build support for
necessary improvements.

In the World
GW is committed to helping to enhance the local watershed and
students have participated in numerous service events. They have placed
signs on storm drains to alert people to the dangers of pollution and
dumping and have logged a cumulative 250 hours serving with the
Anacostia Watershed Society conducting vital river cleanups. Students
are also working to engage their peers to help reduce bottled water
consumption through events like Tap Water Taste Test.

know?

1/3

One out of three U.S.
counties is facing a greater
risk of water shortages
by mid-century due to
climate change.

2040

By the year 2040, DC’s
municipal water system may
have difficulty meeting the
region’s demands during
periods of drought without
water use restrictions.

In the Lab

target: GW commits to reduce its potable water usage by 25% by 2021.
st

One of the two reusable bottle water fillers installed in Ames Hall on
the Mount Vernon Campus.

1,960 Urban stormwater runoff

in DC is a major source of
pollution in the Anacostia,
Potomac and Rock Creek
watersheds. In 2011,
1,960 million gallons of
stormwater runoff flowed
into these bodies of water.

Source: http://go.gwu.edu/sustainabilityfacts
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Ecosystems
On Campus
GW has laid out a vision to enhance the quality of the urban ecosystem
in which the university resides. The university is demonstrating that it
is possible to be sustainable in a city, and that in fact, a city holds great
potential to create healthy and thriving resource systems for all of
its residents.
Students play a key role in some of GW’s waste reduction activities,
such as the award-winning Green Move-Out program, which turns
students' trash into treasure by donating it to local charities. Keeping
trash out of landfills is a key way GW can reduce its impact on the
surrounding ecosystem.

A

GARDEN,

GW’s dining program works collaboratively with stakeholders on campus
to integrate sustainability into its operations. Compostable plateware, a
pilot composting program and more fresh, nutritious foods have all been
introduced over the past few years.

Where?

target:

Students prepare the planting beds at the GroW Garden.

In the Classroom
Students are exposed to the systems and interdisciplinary thinking
needed to conceptualize and tackle complex ecosystem problems.
Classes, such as Environmental and Occupational Health in the
Sustainable World in the School of Public Health and Health Services,
Economics of Sustainable Communities in the College of Professional
Studies and Man and Natural Environment in the Columbian College
of Arts and Sciences give students exposure to the area of ecosystems.

As part of the ecosystems plan, George Washington
is committed to increase natural space, create urban
gardens on campus and monitor global sustainability
issues to inform business decisions.

In the Lab

The GroW Garden in full summer bloom, located on H Street between 23 and 24 streets, NW.
rd

th

In 2009, GW students approached the university about planting a garden in the
heart of downtown DC. Steps from the State Department and on the walk to the
Lincoln Memorial, the students chose a location for the GroW Garden with great
southern exposure and with high visibility. Dedicated staff members recognized
the students’ passion and vision and helped make this project a reality.
Since then, more gardens have opened on campus and have received numerous
awards and donations. All the harvest is donated to a local soup kitchen and GW
community members volunteer in the space.

Researchers across GW are finding evidence that supports more
sustainable urban ecosystems. For example, Professor Hartmut Doebel
in the Columbian College of Arts and Sciences and his research assistants
tend to their honeybee hives as part of GW’s apiary installation, one of
the largest in DC. Bees buzz on the Foggy Bottom Campus and at a
student–run project on the Mount Vernon Campus. These apiaries
are used for research on honeybee biology and for honey production.
Honeybees are a necessary part of the ecosystem which warrant
further research.

IN the world
GW is committed to creating a healthy ecosystem and using its
streetscape and plantings to attract biodiversity, limit stormwater runoff
and help improve air quality in the region. Through a long-standing
partnership with nonprofit Casey Trees, GW works to increase its tree
canopy and protect the health of existing trees.

Melissa Eddison, GW ’11, tends to the honeybee hives on the Mount Vernon Campus.

Did you

1030%

know?

The number of species on the
planet is declining. Approximately
10–30 percent of mammal, bird and
amphibian species are currently
threatened with extinction.

48

A single mature tree can absorb
as much as 48lbs of CO2 per year
and release enough oxygen into
the atmosphere to support two
human beings.

50

Over the past 50 years, humans have
changed ecosystems more rapidly
than in any comparable period of time
in human history, resulting in a largely
irreversible loss in the diversity of
life on Earth.
Source: http://go.gwu.edu/sustainabilityfacts
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GW is home to leading experts in
sustainability whose research covers
topics such as renewable energy, urban
sustainability and environmental law.
Lisa Benton-Short
Presentation on sustainability research.

Associate Professor of Geography
Columbian college of arts and sciences (CCAS)

At GW a suite of institutes conducts research
on a variety of sustainability topics.

Dr. Benton-Short’s research areas include environmental issues in cities, parks and
public spaces and monuments and memorials, as well as urban sustainability.
Dr. Benton-Short also directs the undergraduate sustainability minor.

Environmental and Energy Law Program

Sustainability

Experts

target:

One of the oldest environmental law programs in existence and ranked 16th
in the nation, GW’s Environmental Law Program provides tools needed to
address climate change, fisheries depletion, air pollution, water scarcity and
developing new sources of energy.

Faculty convene to discuss the undergraduate sustainability minor and future curriculum development.

"Global trends point to a changing world. Climate change, health disparities and
economic challenges plague the globe. Evidence shows that society is in dire need
of better governance systems, real accountability and effective policy to create
a more sustainable future. Organizations in the public, nonprofit and private sectors
are looking for leaders and solutions that can address sustainability with policy and
governance solutions. GW offers unique academic and research programs with
a clear focus on sustainability policy and governance. Across the ten schools at
GW, faculty bring sustainability expertise in areas such as, science, health,
policy, business, education, communications and development."

Assistant Professor
Department of Engineering Management and Systems Engineering
school of engineering and applied science (SEAS)

GW’s Institute for Corporate Responsibility has four program areas, including
Peace through Commerce, Environmental Sustainability, Corporate
Governance and Global Stakeholder Strategies.

Dr. Francis leads the SEED research group — Sustainable [urban] Ecologies,
Engineering and Decision-making. Currently, SEED is focusing on
sustainability measurement in drinking water systems, risk-based
management of drinking water infrastructure rehabilitation and renewal
and integration of decision modeling with life cycle cost assessment
methodologies for chemical and infrastructure evaluation.

Institute for International Economic Policy

Lynn R. Goldman

The Institute supports high quality research that addresses critical issues
surrounding the emerging global economy in the fields of international
trade, international finance and international economic development and
poverty reduction.

Dean
School of Public Health and Health Services (SPHHS)

Institute for Corporate Responsibility

GW commits to supporting faculty who engage in sustainability
related research.

Royce Francis

Institute for Sustainability
The Institute for Sustainability advances the quality and quantity of
sustainability–related research conducted, education delivered and policy
considered throughout and beyond the University and its stakeholders.

Dr. Lynn Goldman’s research and policy work focuses on how chemicals
and pesticides in the environment influence the health and development
of children. As Dean of SPHHS, Dr. Goldman’s responsibilities are informed
by her broad and deep public policy and academic experience. She joined
the school in August 2010. Prior to GW, she worked as a pediatrician,
professor of Environmental Health Sciences at Johns Hopkins University,
Bloomberg School of Public Health and as assistant administrator for
the Office of Chemical Safety and Pollution Prevention at the U.S. EPA.

Solar Institute
The GW Solar Institute focuses on the economic, technical and public policy
issues associated with development/deployment of solar energy to meet
global energy needs and environmental challenges.

continued on next page

Lisa Benton-Short
Associate Professor of Geography
Interim Director, GW Institute of Sustainability
Academic Program Director for Sustainability
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Sustainability
Experts, cont.
Melissa Keeley
Assistant Professor
Geography and Public Policy
and Public Administration
columbian college of arts and sciences (ccas)
Dr. Keeley’s research focus is on urban
sustainability, particularly related to green
infrastructure, stormwater management and green
building. Together with the DC Office of Planning
and the DC Department of the Environment she is
identifying how the city can manage stormwater
utilizing green infrastructure. Additionally, Keeley
explores developments in municipal green
building policy, and evaluates trends in how
buildings accrue credits to achieve LEED Green
building certification.

Stuart Licht
Professor of Chemistry
columbian college of arts and sciences (ccas)
The Licht research group has taken on the
challenge of a comprehensive solution to climate
change. We are working towards changing today’s
fossil fuel to a renewable chemical economy,
replacing the largest greenhouse gas emitters,
including iron and fuel production, by new,
inexpensive, solar, CO2-free chemistries. A new
solar process has been introduced, the STEP
process, which efficiently removes carbon from
the atmosphere and generates the staples needed
by society, ranging from fuels, to metals, bleach
and construction materials, at high solar efficiency
and without carbon dioxide generation. By using
the full spectrum of sunlight, STEP captures, at
industrial production rates, more solar energy
than the most efficient solar cell.
.

LeRoy C. (Lee) Paddock

Stephen C. Smith

Associate Dean for Environmental Law Studies
GW Law school

Professor of Economics
and International Affairs
Elliott school of international affairs

Dean Paddock’s work focuses on environmental
compliance and enforcement; environmental
governance with particular emphasis on
integrating the regulatory system with economic
and values-based drivers of environmental
behavior; public policy related to renewable
energy and energy efficiency; public participation
in environmental decision making; environmental
justice; environment-related collaborative decision
making; and environmental management in
the context of emerging technologies.

Jerome Paulson
Professor of Pediatrics and of
Environmental and Occupational Health
School of Medicine and Health Sciences
(SMHS) and School of Public Health and
Health Services (sphhs)
Dr. Paulson’s teaching and policy activities focus
on the intersections of environmental and human
health. He is the medical director for National
and Global Affairs of the Child Health Advocacy
Institute at Children’s National Medical Center.
Dr. Paulson is the director of the Mid-Atlantic
Center for Children’s Health and the Environment,
one of 10 pediatric environmental health specialty
units in the U.S.

Melissa Perry
Professor and Chair of the Department of
Environmental and Occupational Health
School of Public Health and Health
Services (sphhs)
Dr. Perry investigates the human health impacts
of environmental exposures and strategies to
reduce risks. Her lab at GW is currently funded by
the National Institute of Environmental Health
Sciences to study the impact of environmental
contaminants on male reproductive function,
and is working with the U.S. Geological Survey
and Potomac Riverkeeper to investigate
endocrine disruptors in the Potomac River.

Stephen C. Smith is director of the Institute for
International Economic Policy and professor of
Economics and International Affairs at GW. He is
co-author of Economic Development and author
of Ending Global Poverty. Smith is researching
adaptation by households, communities and
firms to climate change in developing countries.
He teaches courses in development economics,
including segments on environment. Smith
has done on site research and program work in
countries including Bangladesh, China, Ecuador,
Egypt, India, Peru and Uganda. He has been a
consultant for the World Bank, the United Nations
Development Program, the International Labor
Office and the World Institute for Development
Economics Research.

Ken Zweibel
Director of the GW Solar Institute
columbian college of arts and sciences (ccas)
Professor Zweibel leads the GW Solar Institute
and conducts research on the intersection of solar
energy and public policy. Zweibel has almost 30
years experience in solar photovoltaics. He was at
the National Renewable Energy Laboratory much of
that time and the program leader for the Thin Film
PV Partnership Program until 2006. The program
worked with most U.S. participants in thin film PV
(companies, universities, scientists) and is often
credited with being important to the success of
thin film PV technologies. Zweibel subsequently
co-founded and became president of a thin film
CdTe PV start-up, PrimeStar Solar, which was later
purchased by General Electric.

For a complete profile of GW’s
sustainability academics, please visit
www.sustainability.gwu.edu/academicprograms.

www.sustainability.gwu.edu
CONNECT

| facebook.com/sustainablegw
| @SustainableGW

